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Character Array (String)
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String Definition

►We learned  arrays and multidimensionalarrays.

►What we call String is actually an array.

►Arrays with variable type ‘char’ are called as ‘String’.

► For example, we store integers in an integer (int) array
while we store chars (char) in a string.

►Names, addresses, usernames, phones, etc. ... We use 
strings for anything that can be verbally expressed.
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String Definition

► String is a character array ending with NULL character

‘ \0 ’.

► Example: char str[8];
▪ It creates an array that can take up to 8 characters.

▪ If it is to be used as the string str may take up to 7 characters 
and array has to end with NULL character ‘ \0 ’.
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a b c d \0 ? ? ?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

str:

We do not know what happened 

after the NULL character.

The string has to end with NULL .

String Representation

► If we store “abcd” in str, it will appear in the following 
manner.
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\0 ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

str:

The first character of the empty string is the NULL character.

Empty String

► Empty string “” is refers to a character string in which the 
first element is null character ‘ \0 ’. 
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a b c d e f g h

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

str:

No space for a NULL character!

• This is a string with 8 characters.

• But NOT the string. String MUST always end up with a 
NULL character!

String Maximum Length

►A string of 8 characters, for example "abcdefgh" cannot 
be stored in str.
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String: WARNING

► Just again, a statement like char str [8] simply emphasizes 
that we can store up to 8 characters in str.

►We may want to store more than 8 characters in str at any 
point during the execution of the program.

► But if "str" stores string, we store maximum 8-1 = 7 
characters, and always has to end with a NULL.
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char str[8] = {‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’};

a b c \0 \0 \0 \0 \0

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

str:

Ends with NULL as required.

String: Initialization

►An array of characters can be defined as follows during 
the initial value assignment.

► Remember unspecified elements are filled with ‘ \0 ’, 
NULL character that is happening.
▪ Therefore, the above statement corresponds to the following 

string.



► If a character array is to be stored in a string, the initial 
value can be simply assigned as follows.
▪ Only string is placed inside double quotes. This is called a string 

literal.
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char str[8] = “abc”; /* same with previous */

a b c \0 \0 \0 \0 \0

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

str:

Ends with NULL as required.

String: Initialization
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char str[] = “abc”; 

a b c \0

0 1 2 3

str:

String: Initialization

► If length of the array is not specified at the define time, so 
the compiler allocates string length + NULL characters.



► Strings are generally defined as follows.

► The difference between the previous definition with this 
definition: strings defined with this way is being READ-
ONLY and can not be change.

► char str[]=“abc”; You can change the form of the strings 
defined as desired.
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char *str = “abc”; 

a b c \0

0 1 2 3

str:

String: Initialization



► C offers two functions to print the string s.

– (1) puts(str);     (2) printf(“%s”, str);  
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char str1[]=“my first string”;

/* print string and cursor go to newline.*/

puts(str1); 

/* begin to print from where the string pointer is*/

printf(“%s”, str1); 

/* Allocate 40 empty space and write string to in it based 

on the right. */

printf(“%40s”, str1);

/* Allocate 40 empty space and write string to in it on the 

left. */

printf(“%-40s”, str1);

Writing a String
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char str1[]=“my first string”;

/* write first 10 character from string,

* based on the right */

printf(“%.10s”, str1);

/* Allocate 40 space and prints just ten character,     

* based on the right */

printf(“%40.10s”, str1);

/* Allocate 40 space and prints just ten character,     

* based on the left */

printf(“%-40.10s”, str1);

Writing a String



► C offers two functions to get string from the keyboard. 
(1) gets(str);    (2) scanf(“%s”, str);  
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char str2[80];

/* reads the entered string until you enter‘\n’ */

gets(str2);

/* all whitespace characters (space, tab, newline)  

* read entry until the next empty character. */

scanf(“%s”, str2);

Reading a String



► scanf will pass the first two spaces and str2 will be 
"xyz123" .

► Then it will see the space and will stop reading.

► The next scanf ( "% s", ...), will skip these gaps and read
"45".
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char str2[80];

/* skip all whitespace characters (space, tab, newline)  

* read entry until the next empty character. */

scanf(“%s”, str2);

/*if input is like that:_ Supposing the space */

_ _xyz123_ _ _45_ _67

Reading a String
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String Operations

► C standard library contains many functions to manipulate 
strings.

▪ To use these functions, you need to add the file <string.h>.
#include <string.h>

► Some important functions:

▪ strlen(const char *str);

▪ strcpy(char *str1, const char *str2);

▪ strcat(char *str1, const char *str2);

▪ strcmp(const char *str1, const char *str2);

►We will enter the details of these functions in the coming 
semester.
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#include <stdio.h>

int main(void){

char s[40];

int  k = 0;

/* read array */

printf("Write something : ");

gets(s);

/* count character until terminator character */

while( s[k]!='\0' )

k++;

printf("Array length : %d\n" ,k);

return 0;

}

Example: String Length
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#include <stdio.h>

int main(void){

char s[40], temp;

int  i, n;

/* read array */

printf("Write something : ");

gets(s);

/* until terminator character */

for(n=0; s[n] != '\0'; n++);

for(i=0; i<n/2; i++){

temp = s[n-i-1];

s[n-i-1] = s[i];

s[i]     = temp;

}

printf("Reverse            : %s\n", s);

return 0;

}

Example: String Reverse 
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